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If animals could talk, they would ask for a juicy bone to bite on or a 
fresh liter box. The most important thing I think they might ask you 

about is "how was your day?" "Was it good or bad? And how does it 
feel to be a human? 

  
Since animals stay home a lot, another question may be what is school 

and can they go? I would like it if my dog could come to school with 
me. To see Mrs. Helgason tell Max to SIT would be hilarious because, 

he never listens to me. 
  

To humans money is everything but to animals, it would look like 
grass so they may eat it. I bet you monsters would be on their minds, 

along with begging for happy meals and hearing their mom say "nope 

your eating what I cooked and that is final". 
  

Listening to them tell you about the world and what life is like on the 
streets and at the pounds. I know they would like to learn to read and 

write because it helps to know where you are going when you can read 
the street signs. 

  
They may say that their sick and need you to stay home all day. They 

would probably ask to stop hunting this year and wait till next year to 
hunt. If they could talk begging you to take them somewhere fun 

would be on their list; along with swimming; taking a bath; or 
a shower. Getting a new stable or cage could also be something they 

would like to talk about.  
  

What if, just maybe they know all the secrets of the world that no one 

else knows. Wouldn't that be great if animals could talk because the 
world be full of surprises if we all treated animals they way humans 

want to be treated. 
 


